We revisit the representation of generalized quantum observables by establishing a geometric picture in terms of their positive operator-valued measures (POVMs). This leads to a clear geometric interpretation of Born's rule by introducing the concept of contravariant operator-valued measures. Our approach is applied to the theory of array detectors, which is a challenging task as the finite dimensionality of the POVM substantially restricts the available information about quantum states. Our geometric technique allows for a direct estimation of expectation values of different observables, which are typically not accessible with such detection schemes. In addition, we also demonstrate the applicability of our method to quantum-state reconstruction with unbalanced homodyne detection.
I. INTRODUCTION
An intriguing property of the quantum measurement principle is the non-deterministic nature of this process, often referred to as the collapse of the wave function. The standard approach to describing physical measurement outcomes in the quantum domain is given in terms of observables, which are Hermitian operators acting on the Hilbert space of pure quantum states. Furthermore, the seminal Born rule states that eigenvalues of these observables represent the possible outcomes of the related measurements with probabilities obtained by averaging the projector for the corresponding eigenstate [1] . Being one of the most fundamental principles of quantum physics, Born's rule was experimentally confirmed, for example, through quantum interferences [2] . In addition, it has been considered in connection with other essential concepts of quantum physics, such as entanglement [3] .
The photoelectric detection of light [4, 5] is a prominent example of a quantum measurement, which became one of the most important tools to describe quantumoptical experiments. In the ideal case, the corresponding measurement outcome is the number of detected photons. This formally means that a detector measures the observablen, the photon-number operator. Consequently, an ideal experiment records data which counts n photons with a probability p n . However, a realistic description has to model different imperfections properly, requiring one to modify the measured observable.
Another frequently occurring problem in quantum optics consists in finding the expectation value of an observableB ≡ B(n), which is a function ofn. For example, one might be interested in moments or normal-ordered moments of the photon-number operatorn, which are important for the characterization of nonclassical properties of light [6, 7] . Another relevant function is the normal-ordered exponent of the photon-number operator, whose expectation value yields the Cahill-Glauber quasi-probability distribution [8, 9] . This feature is used, for example, for the reconstruction of the quantum state of light via unbalanced homodyne detection [10] [11] [12] . These examples demonstrate that the description of expectation values of operator functions is vital for the characterization of quantized radiation fields.
In the case of ideal photodetection, the problem of finding B is straightforwardly resolved by applying the rule
where |n is the number state, the eigenstate ofn to the eigenvalue n. Therefore, we can directly estimate the value of B from the experimentally obtained photonnumber distribution p n . Again, the scenario of imperfect detection requires extensive modifications. Realistic detection scenarios and an efficient data analysis necessitate a profound revision of the description of quantum measurements to include imperfect devices. For instance, detection losses and dark counts exist in all practical photodetection processes. Moreover, discriminating adjacent photon numbers is another challenging task when employing commercially available detectors. In this regard, alternative schemes have to be considered, such as click-counting detectors [13] . The corresponding measurement layout is based on the spatial [14] [15] [16] [17] or temporal [18] [19] [20] splitting of the incident light into several optical modes with fewer photons (see Fig. 1 ). This renders it possible to detect the resulting modes with devices with a limited photon-number resolution, specifically, on-off detectors which can only react to the presence or absence of photons. Here the typical assumption is that if n out of N detectors of the array jointly register clicks, one can expect that this corresponds to n photons in the initial light field. However, this naive picture does not apply to many practical cases and as such, the actual click-counting distribution n can significantly differ from the photon-number distribution p n [21] [22] [23] [24] . One possibility to circumvent this problem and to find a general expectation value B based on Eq. (1) may consist in a reconstruction of the true photon-number distribu-tion p n . Although this presents an ill-posed (inversion) problem, some methods have been introduced which are very beneficial for particular cases [20, 25, 26] . Still, a general method to access the desired expectation values is missing so far. In this paper, we introduce an alternative method for obtaining the expectation values of functions of the photon number from the experimentally accessible clickcounting statistics. Our technique is based on the more general finding that Born's rule for general types of measurements yields a clear geometric interpretation. This is achieved by applying techniques from analytic geometry [27, 28] . As an example of practical relevance, we study the click-counting detection as a measurement procedure for which we can not ascribe a Hermitian operator whose eigenvalues correspond to the measurements outcomes. Following Holevo [29] , the corresponding observables in such a case are referred to as generalized observables. Our geometrical interpretation of Born's rule enables us to determine an operator decomposition, similar to the positive operator-valued measure (POVM) expansion, for such generalized observables.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we elaborate the notion of generalized observables and their geometrical structure. These results are exemplified through an application to array detectors in Sec. III. In Sec. IV, the developed theory is further applied to the problem of quantum-state reconstruction. A summary and concluding remarks are given in Sec. V.
II. GEOMETRY OF BORN'S RULE
Let us consider a measurement procedure which is described with the set of operators {Π n : n ∈ I}, defining the POVM. These operators are positive-semidefinite and satisfy the relation n∈IΠ n =1. Since we are interested in the specific class of measurements related to the photoelectric detection of light, we restrict our consideration to such operatorsΠ n , which are functions of the photonnumber operatorn. Furthermore, for the sake of simplicity, we will restrict ourselves to countable or finite index sets.
The probability for the nth measurement outcome is described by Born's rule as
whereˆ is the density operator. LetB represent a given observable, which is a function of photon-number operatorn. Our aim is to formulate a rule which generalizes the relation (1) such that the expectation B will be expressed in terms of the probabilities n .
A. Observables and states
The operation of Born's rule in Eq. (2) can be considered as a scalar product ofˆ andΠ n , which is known as the Hilbert-Schmidt (HS) scalar product and defined as
This structure enables one to formally consider observables as elements of a vector space, which is in our case the linear space of HS operators. In such geometrical terms, each quantum state can be identified with an element of the dual space, that is, a linear functional ˆ , · HS which maps an observableB to the number B = ˆ ,B HS , the expectation of this observable. 1 In addition, the density operatorˆ itself is also an element of the HS vector space for the scenario under study.
The POVM {Π n : n ∈ I} can be considered as a basis for a subspace of observables. Note that the POVM, in general, does not span the entire space of HS operators which happens, for example, for the finite index set I in the case of array detectors as discussed later. The observableB can be expanded in this basiŝ
(see also the schematic presentation in Fig. 2) . HereR is the orthogonal completion of the operatorB to the POVM basis to account for the contribution of the operator which is not spanned by the POVM under study. This yields for such an orthogonal completion,
for all n ∈ I. The symbols B n denotes the contravariant coordinates of the observableB. Note that in analytic geometry, superscripts indicate a specific element and not a power [27, 28] , which is adopted in this paper. Averaging over the relation (4), i.e., applying the quantum-state functional ˆ , · HS , we find the rule for the estimation of the expectation value B ,
Here R can be understood as a systematic error due to the orthogonal complement to the given POVM. For practical applications of this relation, we also need to describe how to calculate the contravariant coordinates B n of the observableB. First, we consider the special case of an observableĈ for which the values C n can be considered as the outcomes of the given measurement procedure. For example, C n = n can represent the number of registered clicks from an array detector. In this case, Eqs. (4) and (6) are given byĈ
respectively. This clearly implies that Ĉ is the expectation of the generalized observable related to the considered measurement. ThusĈ can be considered as the operator representation of the measured observable. However, its eigenvalues coincide with the measurement outcomes solely in the case when the POVM is orthonormal, i.e. Π n ,Π m HS = δ mn for all m, n ∈ I, where δ denotes the Kronecker symbol. A different rule has to be developed for obtaining more general contravariant coordinates B n . Let us emphasize that for the general case, we have to make a distinction between the contravariant coordinate and the measurement outcome.
B. Contravariant operator-valued measure
In order to find such a rule, we introduce a method based on the geometrical description. For this purpose, we consider which information about the quantum state can be extracted from the given measurement. We can interpret Born's rule (2) as a geometrical relation n = ˆ ,Π n HS , where the probabilities n can be interpreted as the covariant coordinates of the density operatorˆ . This means we can use the fact that there exists a dual operator basis {Π n : n ∈ I}, termed the contravariant operator-valued measure (COVM), such that
whereÔ is the orthogonal completion to the density operatorˆ . To ensure that the relation (6) holds true, the POVM and the COVM operators, being dual bases to each other, satisfy the orthogonality relation,
Moreover, any basis is completely characterized by the covariant metric tensor [27, 28] 
In the case of an orthonormal basis, we have g nm = δ nm , which is no longer true in the general case. To construct the dual basis for the general scenario, the contravariant metric tensor g nm , the inverse to g nm , can be computed as
Therefore, the COVM elements can be straightforwardly obtained viaΠ
By such a construction, the POVM and the COVM necessarily satisfy the orthogonality relation (9) . This COVM technique allows us to operate with (generalized) observables in the same manner as vectors are handled in analytic geometry. In particular, the contravariant coordinates of the observableB are given by
This approach generalizes and includes the previously considered case of the observableĈ, for which contravariant coordinates C n are identical to the outcomes of the measurement procedure. Beyond the following examples, we also apply this technique to photocounting detection including losses [4, 5] (whereR = 0) in Appendix A.
In addition, we can now also define the covariant coordinates of observables,
Further, applying the formula (6), the contravariant coordinate reads
which represents a raising of indices, frequently used in analytic geometry.
C. Discussion
As previously mentioned, a geometrical structure naturally appears in quantum theory when describing Born's rule using the HS product. In this interpretation, each observable can be considered as a vector in a given POVM basis. Quantum states are presented by elements of the corresponding dual space. Furthermore, let us mention that in general, the COVM (the dual basis) is not a positive semidefinite one. Thus, the COVM does not represent a physical measurement.
In Fig. 3 (a), we show an example of a POVM
together with its COVM,
For instance, |0 and |1 could be the ground and excited state of a two-level system, respectively. The excitation is detected with a quantum efficiency η ∈ [0, 1]. It is easy to verify that the orthogonality Tr(Π mΠ n ) = Π m ,Π n HS = δ m n is satisfied for all m, n ∈ I = {0, 1}. The coordinate axes shown in Fig. 3 point into the perpendicular directions |0 0| and |1 1|. While the POVM is positive, the negative component of its COVM can be clearly seen.
The geometric interpretation of Born's rule for a generalized observableĈ is summarized by the following two statements: (i) The measurement outcome is given by the contravariant coordinates C n of the measured observablê C and (ii) the probability of the nth outcome is given by the corresponding covariant coordinate n of the density operatorˆ . Another observableB can be expanded in the POVM basis of the observableĈ, which results in the rule (6) for an approximate estimation of its expectation value. In this context, let us mention that a special rule for defining functions of generalized observables can be formulated too (see Appendix B).
Furthermore, the length of the vector is an important geometrical property. In our case, it is given by the HS norm of the corresponding operator
Here and in the following, superscripts of the form [n] denote the nth power to distinguish them from a component of a coordinate. In the scenario under study, the considered operators belong to the HS class, i.e. B HS < ∞.
Graphical presentation of POVM and COVM bases, Eqs. (16) and (17) Not all observables satisfy this condition, such as the photon-number operatorn. In Sec. III, we additionally discuss a way to overcome this problem for some physically relevant examples.
We can consider covariant coordinates of observables [see Eq. (14)] and contravariant coordinates of the density operator n = Π n ,ˆ HS = Tr(Π nˆ ). This allows us to expand the observable and the density operators with these coordinates aŝ
In contrast to C n and n , neither C n nor n represents values appearing in the geometrical formulation of Born's rule. This means that they do not have a physical meaning in terms of a measured and reconstructed quantity. In addition, there exist well-known examples of detection schemes beyond the photocounting measurement, such as eight-port [30] and heterodyne detection [31] . In this scenario, the POVM can be presented by an uncountable set of projectors on coherent statesΠ n = π −1 |α α| with n = α ∈ C = I. Then n is identical to the Glauber-Sudarshan P function [32, 33] (a not necessarily non-negative phase-space distribution) n = P (α) and n is the Husimi-Kano Q function [34, 35] (a necessarily non-negative phase-space distribution) n = Q(α). We additionally have a vanishing orthogonal completion to the density operatorÔ = 0. Such a geometrical representation for quantum phase-space distributions has been considered also in Ref. [36] . These measurements, which allow for reconstructing the full density operator, are called informationally complete (see Refs. [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] ).
D. Singular metrics
The geometrical structure of finite-dimensional subspaces, i.e. I = {0, . . . , N } yields a singularity in the covariant metric tensor. In order to demonstrate this, one can consider the resolution of unity for the POVM N n=0Π n =1, where1 is the identity. From this property, we can conclude that at least one of the operatorsΠ n does not belong to the HS class, which can be seen when expressing one of them, e.g.Π N in terms of the other onesΠ
This means that at least one component of the covariant metric tensor (here g N N ) yields a singular value.
To ensure that our method applies to such a scenario as well, let us consider the following. To compensate for the singularity of the covariant metric tensor, the contravariant metric tensor g nm satisfies
This also implies thatΠ N = 0. All other components of the COVMΠ n are linear combinations of the HS-class POVM componentsΠ n for n = 0, . . . , N − 1. Therefore, the COVM is represented by HS-class operators only.
E. Systematic error
For a wide class of HS operatorsB, B HS < ∞ [Eq. (18) ], one can quantify the contribution of the orthogonal completionR. In fact, it follows from Eqs. (4), (5) , and (20) that the HS norm of the orthogonal completion reads
This norm yields an upper bound to the systematic error of the evaluation of B ,
Later, we also demonstrate that the actual errors are usually much smaller than estimated by this worst-case scenario. Therefore R HS can be considered as a stateindependent HS mismatch for the estimation of the expectation value B based on the reconstructed probabilities n for an observableB based on the measurement of the generalized observableĈ (see the scheme in Fig.  2 ).
III. APPLICATION: CLICK DETECTORS
In this section, we consider a typical example of the finite-basis measurement in the infinite-dimensional photon-number space of practical relevance. One feature of such measurements is that a clear discrimination of photon numbers, which corresponds to the POVM considered in Appendix A, is hardly accessible with the presently available technologies. There exist several ways to resolve this problem. For example, one way to circumvent imperfect photon-number resolution is to split an initial beam into a number of beams and to detect each of them with an on-off detector, which results in an array of click detectors (see, e.g., Ref. [14] [15] [16] [17] and Fig.  1) . A related approach consists in using fiber loop configurations, resulting in arrays of time-bins to be detected [18] [19] [20] .
The photocounting equation and the corresponding POVM for array detection schemes have been presented and analyzed in Refs. [21, 22] . For N on-off detectors, the POVM is given by the elementŝ
for n ∈ I = {0, . . . , N } denoting the number of on-off detectors which record a coincidence click. Here g(n) is the detector response function, which can be estimated experimentally [42] . In our case, we assume a linear form g(n) = ηn + ν, where η is the detection efficiency and ν is the intensity of dark counts [43] [44] [45] [46] . Further : · · · : denotes normal ordering. We recall that the superscript [n] indicates the power. It is also worth mentioning that in many practical situations, the click statistics Eq. (23) strongly differs from the photocounting statistics Eq. (A1) (see also Ref. [21] for a detailed discussion).
A. Metric tensor and coordinates
For η = 1 and ν = 0, the covariant metric tensor for the POVM elements in Eq. (23) reads
See Appendix C for the general case η = 1 or ν = 0. As it has been discussed in Sec. II D, the covariant tensor of the finite-basis POVM has at least one divergent component, here g N N = ∞. Consequently, the (N +1)×(N +1) components of the contravariant metric tensor have to satisfy the conditions in Eq. (20) . This implies that we can consider only an (N × N )-dimensional tensor g nm , which is inverse to the tensor g nm for n, m = 0, . . . , N −1. Even though the analytical expression for the specific contravariant metric tensor is unknown, it can be directly obtained numerically.
Now we aim at reconstructing expectation values of an observableB, which is a function of the photon-number operatorn, based on the click-counting statistics n as stated by the rule (6) . Therefore, it is enough to determine the covariant coordinates B n [Eq. (14)], and then calculate the contravariant coordinates via the method of rising indices (15) , where g nm is the numerically computed inverse of g nm . Consequently, the covariant coordinate reads
where
Recall that the index set in all sums is restricted by I = {0, . . . , N − 1} (see Sec. II D). In the following, let us apply this method for some important examples of the operatorB to gather some insight into the photon properties accessible without a full photon-number resolution.
B. Reconstruction of the photon-number statistics
As the first application of our technique, we consider the operatorB = |m m|, the projector on a Fock state. The expectation of this operator gives the probability of having m photons if the detection was perfect. Therefore, the estimation of such operators for different m results in the reconstruction of the photon-number statistics from the click statistics. The covariant coordinate of this operator can be explicitly calculated,
where { m n } are the Stirling numbers of the second kind. For details of the calculation, see also Refs. [21, 47] .
The HS mismatch [see Eq. (21)] for different projectors |m m| and for N = 10 is shown in Fig. 4 . One can see that for m = 0, 1, 2, it yields acceptable values. For larger m, the projectors |m m| mostly belong to the orthogonal complement of the basisΠ n . This means that the reconstruction of the photon-number statistics from the click statistics without applying additional regularization techniques can completely fail (see Appendix D). Consequently, our method certifies on a quantitative basis, via exact reconstruction errors, that a proper detection theory is necessary to employ array detectors and inversions, as frequently used, have to be handled with great care. The HS mismatch of the projectors |m m| for different numbers m in the case of N = 10.
C. Click-counting operator
Another fundamental example is the click-counting operator (see Refs. [22, 47] ), which readŝ
This operators represents the generalized observable corresponding to the click-counting detection. Again, the eigenvalues of this operator are different from measurement outcomes. However, the contravariant coordinates of this operator are clearly given by
which completely agrees with the geometrical formulation of Born's rules.
D. Exponents of the photon-number operator
Let us consider an exponential function of the photonnumber operatorn,B = exp(−tn),
where t ≥ 0 is a fixed parameter. Here the F N ;k in the expression (25) for covariant coordinates are given by
The HS norm of this operator
shows that the operator belongs to the HS class for any positive t. Similarly, let us consider the normally ordered operator
where t ∈ (0, 2). Such an operator plays a crucial role in the quantum-state reconstruction with unbalanced homodyne detection [10] (see also Sec. IV). The numbers F N ;k in this case take the form
which yields the HS norm as
This operator belongs to the HS class for 0 < t < 2. Plots of the HS mismatches R HS [see Eq. (21)] as functions of the parameter t in the case of N = 10 are presented in Fig. 5 to assess the quality of the reconstruction. For very small values of the parameter t, both cases of HS mismatches are large, which means that the corresponding operators are mainly spanned by the orthogonal complement of the POVMΠ n . With increasing t, the mismatches tend to zero. In this case, the upper bound of the systematic error for the reconstruction of the expectation values [see Eq. (22)], is comparably small. This behavior holds true for arbitrary large t in the case ofB = exp(−tn). However, forB =: exp(−tn) :, the HS mismatch increases when t is close to the value 2.
E. Moments of the photon-number operator
Moments of the photon-number operator n
[m] and the normal-ordered moments :n [m] : play a crucial role for the verification of nonclassical properties of light [6, 7] . Both operatorsn [m] and :n [m] : do not belong to the HS class. Thus, the HS mismatch in both cases is undefined. Nevertheless, the covariant coordinates in both cases can be obtained by expanding Eqs. (31) and (34) in series with respect to t. The numbers F N ;k for the moments are given by
(1 − x)
for the case ofB =n [m] and
for the case ofB =:n [m] :. These expressions are clearly divergent for k = N . This means that the covariant coordinates B N are also divergent, which is consistent with the divergence of the metric tensor (g N N = ∞).
Furthermore, such a behavior of the moments has a clear physical explanation. Namely, it is impossible to give a state-independent estimation for the moment of photon numbers. For an arbitrary state, the probability of appearance of arbitrarily large numbers of photons can be arbitrarily large too. It is evidently impossible to estimate the state-independent error without additional information about the state.
Let us suppose that our state is approximately restricted by a photon number of M . In this case, we can redefine the photon-number momentn [m] aŝ
and, correspondingly, the normal-ordered photonnumber moment :n [m] : aŝ
This truncation to M photons is indicated by (M ) in the index. Such truncated versions of moments belong to the class of HS operators. In the limit M → ∞, they approach the operatorsn [m] and :n [m] :, respectively. In Fig. 6 , we present the dependence of the HS mismatch on the number m for the truncated moments and the truncated normal-ordered moments. In both cases, the HS mismatches increase not faster than a logarithmic function. A similar behavior occurs for the moments themselves. In Fig. 6 , we compare the HS mismatch with the value of moments for a photon-number state. It can be clearly seen that the relative HS mismatch is about a few orders smaller than the orders of moments. This example shows that the reconstruction of moments for a low-intensity light is feasible. 
F. Fine estimation of the reconstruction error
As it has been discussed in Sec. II E, the HS mismatch R [2] HS represents the upper bound for the estimation error of an observableB based on the click-counting statistics n . As the HS mismatch is a state-independent characteristic of such an observable, its value can be large compared to the expectation value of the observable itself. Here we describe a technique which enables one to significantly decrease the estimated error based on additional information about the quantum state under study.
The idea of fine estimation of errors generalizes the truncation approach, as already demonstrated for the estimation of moments n
[m] and normal-ordered moments :n [m] : . Here we apply this technique to arbitrary operators, which are functions of the photon-number operator n. Specifically, let us suppose that we have to estimate an expectation value of a given observableB, which is based on the measured click statistics n . This observable can be expanded in terms of projectors on the Fock number states asB
Presupposing the additional knowledge about the quantum state that, to a good approximation, this states does not have more than M photons, we find that the expectation value of the operator (40) is the same as for the truncated operator
|n n|B |n n| .
Regardless of whether the operatorB belongs to the HS class, the new operatorB (M ) is a HS operator. Such a procedure allows us to estimate the HS mismatch (21) for the operator (41) . Yet it requires additional knowledge about the quantum state in terms of the truncation number M . This number has to be chosen such that the overall probability to have more than M photons is negligibly small. In general, the mismatch of the truncated operatorB (M ) , estimating the reconstruction error for the observable, is smaller than the mismatch of the operatorB.
In this section, we applied our geometric approach to measurements which are incomplete and therefore exhibit singularities in their metric tensor. Using our techniques, we were able to approximate vital features of the photonnumber statistics based on measurements with frequently employed array detectors. Moreover, this included a rigorous treatment of reconstruction errors which enable a quantitative assessment of the resulting expectation values. Our derived methods are of major relevance for experiments which rely on such reconstruction approaches and have to include appropriate error estimates. In the following, let us demonstrate how this toolbox can be used for the quantum-state description in terms of phasespace distributions.
IV. APPLICATION: UNBALANCED HOMODYNE DETECTION
In this section, we study the application of the developed technique to the problem of quantum-state reconstruction with the unbalanced homodyne detection (see Refs. [10, 11] ). Practical applications of this method require ideal photon-number determination, which is solely possible under special conditions [12] . For instance, array detectors do not fall into this class of ideal measurement devices. In order to overcome this problem, it was proposed to reconstruct a click counterpart of the Cahill-Glauber s-parametrized phase-space quasiprobability distribution [48, 49] . Recently an experimental implementation of this approach was reported [50] . Another approach utilizes the so-called fitting of data patterns [26] for the local reconstruction of the Wigner function [51] . Here, we show how the geometrical method can be applied to the reconstruction of s-parametrized phase-space quasiprobability distribution [8, 9] P (α; s) using array detectors and our error estimation.
The idea of the reconstruction consists in the fact that the Cahill-Glauber distribution P (α; s) can be presented as the expectation value of the operator
is the displaced photon-number operator [10] ;â andâ † are field annihilation and creation operators, respectively. To get the value of the function P (α; s) at the point α, one performs a displacement −α of the quantum state in phase space and then one measures the expectation value of the operator (42), which is proportional to the normal-ordered exponent of the photon-number operator (33) . With a minimal amount of loss, the displacement may be achieved by combining the signal field with the field of the local oscillator via a beam splitter with large transmission coefficient (see Fig. 7 ). For s = −1, 0, 1, the quasiprobability distribution P (α; s) = P (α; s) is the Husimi-Kano function Q (α) [34, 35] , the Wigner function W (α) [52] , and the Glauber-Sudarshan function P (α) [32, 33] , respectively.
Scheme for unbalanced homodyne detection [10, 11] . The signal is combined with a local oscillator on a beam splitter with a transmission coefficient close to one. The output is then sent to an array detector (see also Refs. [48, 49] ).
The expectation value of the operatorP (α; s) can be estimated from Eq. (6) forB =P (α; s). The corresponding contravariant coordinates are given by Eqs. (15), (25) , and (26), for which
is easily obtained from Eq. (34) by substituting t = 2/(1 − s) and multiplying by 2/π(1 − s). The HS norm of this operator is similarly obtained from Eq. (35), P (α; s)
[2]
for s < 0. This norm can be used for calculating the corresponding HS mismatch. For s ≥ 0, the operator P (α; s) does not belong to the HS class. However, a
proper truncation of this operator according to Eq. (41) resolves this problem. In this case, the truncation parameter M is chosen in such a way that the probability of more than M photons at the detected output of the beam splitter is negligible. The HS mismatch for the operatorP (α; s) and its truncated versions are presented in Fig. 8 . For small values of the parameter s, the maximal error is small too. However, when the value of s is close to zero, the HS mismatch of the full operator increases rapidly. At the same time, the HS mismatches of truncated operators In order to demonstrate the applicability of the method, we performed some numerical simulations. Specifically, we simulated the displaced click statistics n (α) for the squeezed-vacuum state, whose Wigner function is given by
where λ = (
0 −1 is the symplectic matrix, and V = cosh 2ξ sinh 2ξ sinh 2ξ cosh 2ξ (47) is the covariance matrix, where ξ is the squeezing parameter. For our example, we choose ξ = 0.8, the number of detectors in the array is N = 8, the efficiency is η = 0.7, and we assume zero dark counts (ν = 0). We generated a sample size of 10 5 data points for each value of α. The simulated data are substituted in Eq. (6) [see also Eqs. (15), (25) , and (44)] in order to reconstruct phasespace distributions with different values of s. The result is shown in Fig. 9 and compared with the ideal phasespace distributions. For a large range of values s < 0, the reconstructed distribution fits the theoretical one with a negligible error. An acceptable result is specifically obtained for the Wigner function (s = 0) [see Fig. 9(a) ]. Moreover, for small values of the amplitude α, we also obtain a good fit for positive s [see Fig. 9(b) ].
Phase-space distribution, P 
V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we devised a technique to study quantumphysical measurements which is based on a geometrical interpretation of Born's rule. In our framework, each (generalized) observable is a vector in the space of operators together with the corresponding POVM basis. We introduced the complementary concept of a contravariant operator-valued measure, the dual basis to the POVM under study. The contravariant coordinates of the observable define the possible measurement outcomes and covariant coordinates of the density operator define the probabilities of these outcomes. We have shown that other observables can be reconstructed or estimated from the statistics of the given measurement. In the latter case, the systematic error was determined and related to the orthogonal complement to the POVM.
Our techniques are vital for the experimental determination of properties of quantum-optical systems measured with imperfect detectors. As an example, we considered the application to click-counting schemes, which consist of an array of individual on-off detectors. Based on our theory, we were able to reconstruct and quantitatively assess properties of the photon-number distribution without perfect photon-number resolution. For instance, the reconstruction of the photon-number statistics itself from the click statistics cannot be performed directly because of the large systematic error of the underlying ill-posed inversion problem. However, we successfully obtained expectation values for a number of other observables, which are functions of the photon-number operator. For many cases in such a scenario, we showed that our proposed geometrical technique robustly led to results with a small systematic error.
As a second application, we considered state reconstruction problems. We demonstrated that our developed technique can be successfully used to obtain the CahillGlauber s-parametrized quasiprobability distribution by employing unbalanced homodyne detection. Typically, this experimental technique is challenging for implementations because of the need for a clear discrimination between adjacent photon numbers. Here, however, we have shown by our error estimation and numerical simulations that the unbalanced homodyne detection can be successfully implemented with an array of a few detectors only. It is also important to point out that, in general, this reconstruction does not require the application of regularization methods. Thus, our geometrical technique is an efficient tool for the quantum-state reconstruction.
In conclusion, our concept of a geometrical interpretation of Born's rule provides useful tools for gaining a deeper understanding of the fundamental quantum measurement principle. In addition, we demonstrated that our approaches can be applied to many practical situations in which the determination of expectation values for different observables is needed. Specifically, our rigorous estimation of reconstruction errors is vital for the interpretation of experimental data. This includes the treatment of informationally incomplete detectors, which corresponds to a finite-dimensional POVM in a continuousvariable system. This was exemplified for photocounting via arrays of on-off detectors. Therefore, we presented an application-friendly theoretical approach to the geometry of quantum measurements in general and the photocounting in particular.
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Appendix A: Application to photocounting
Beyond click-counting schemes (see Sec. III), we present the application of our technique to the important example of photoelectric detection models here. In the ideal case, the standard form of Born's rule applies using the photon-number operatorn with the orthonormal POVMΠ n = |n n|. However, this is no longer true for realistic detectors, which is discussed in the following.
Metric tensor and the COVM
The photocounting theory [4, 5] yields the imperfect detection of photons. The resulting POVM is defined in terms of the elementŝ Π n =:
(ηn + ν)
As defined previously, η is the detection efficiency, ν is the intensity of dark counts [43] , the superscript [n] indicates the nth power of the operator ηn + ν, and : · · · : denotes the normal-ordering prescription. We restrict ourselves to ν = 0. The generalization to arbitrary ν can be straightforwardly performed using the approaches in Refs. [43, 53] . Now we can expand the POVM elements in Eq. (A1) using photon-number eigenstates aŝ
Furthermore, the measurement outcomes correspond to non-negative integers C n = n. Hence, the resulting generalized observable is given bŷ
For η < 1, the eigenvalues of this operator ηn do not describe the actual number n. Therefore, we have a typical example of the generalized observable.
To express the COVM, we compute the covariant metric tensor, which reads
.
This metric tensor can be analytically inverted. This yields the contravariant metric tensor
Using Eq. (12), we can also write the elements of the desired COVM in the form
where L n denotes the nth Laguerre polynomial (see also Appendix A 3). Let us stress that these operators are not positive semidefinite, which can be directly seen in the photon-number representation
where 1 − 1/η < 0 for 0 < η < 1.
Reconstructing statistical properties
Let us consider examples of contravariant coordinates for different (generalized) observables in the POVM basis (A1) to reconstruct the expectation value of these observables by measuring the outcomes of the photocounting with losses [see Eq. (4)].
(i) Let us assumeB =n, i.e., the photon-number operator. Then the corresponding coordinates read
This obvious relation not only indicates the proper function of our approach but also demonstrates that the mean number of photons is related to the mean number of photo-counts n = Ĉ /η.
(ii) The contravariant coordinates of the operatorĈ in Eq. (A3) are
Hence, although the eigenvalues ηn of the operator C do not describe the measurement outcomes, the contravariant coordinates do.
(iii) To study the generating functions, letB = exp(tn). Then we get
The Taylor expansion of this formula also leads to the next observation.
(iv) Let us assumeB =n [m] . The mean value of this operator represents the corresponding mth moment. The contravariant coordinate ofB reads
(v) The normal-ordered generating function is given by the expectation value ofB =: exp(tn) :. We find
Similar to Eq. (A10), we can expand it in Taylor series with respect to t to obtain the next result.
(vi) Let us assumeB =:n [m] :, yielding the normalordered mth moment. We have
(vii) Consider the contravariant coordinate of the POVMΠ m (0) = |m m| without loss. The transformation matrix to the lossy case is given by
for n ≥ m, 0 for n < m.
This straightforward consequence of our geometrical analysis resembles the results obtained in Refs. [44, 54] . It allows for the transformation of imperfect photocounts into actual photon numbers.
(viii) More generally, we can transform between arbitrary efficiencies η → η , which are described via the COVM elementsΠ n (η) and POVM elementŝ Π n (η ). The resulting transformation reads
Therefore, we have the possibility to reconstruct expectation values and probability distributions of different observables with the technique developed from data obtained from imperfect photodetection. For instance, the above results can be used to infer nonclassical photonnumber correlations in terms of normal-ordered moments [6] . For certain situations, the methods considered cannot be directly applied, for example, when the experimental noise in the measured data affects the reconstruction. In such cases, one can complete the technique with regularization methods, e.g., the Landweber iteration [55, 56] , which results in an acceptable accuracy of the reconstruction [53] .
Metric tensors and the COVM for photocounting with losses
In the following, we describe methods of obtaining the co-and contrvariant metric tensors [see Eqs. (A4) and (A5)] as well as the COVM (A6) for the case of lossy photocounting. First of all, we present the equation for HS scalar product of two operators, which is useful for our calculations,
where we use the characteristic function of the Q symbol of the operator
is defined similarly, and |α is the coherent state. For the POVM (A1) and ν = 0, we have
/n!, which yields,
Alternatively, the covariant metric tensor can be written as
Here T n k can be obtained via the expansion coefficients in the seriesΠ
Remembering that the contravariant metric tensor g nm is the inverse of the covariant metric tensor g nm , one gets from Eq. (A18) that
where S k n is given by Eq. (A14) (see. Ref. [44, 54] ). After straightforward algebra, one finds the expression for the contravariant metric tensor in Eq. (A5).
The explicit form of the COVM is obtained by substituting Eq. (A5) into Eq. (12) . This immediately results in the expression (A7) for the COVM. In order to rewrite the COVM in the normal-ordered form, one has to calculate α|Π n |α from Eq. (A7) and then replace α →â and α * →â † employing normal ordering. Eventually, this yields Eq. (A6).
Appendix B: Functions of generalized observables
If we consider the standard observableÂ with the measurement outcomes A n , then the operator F (Â) represents the observable with the measurement outcomes F (A n ). However, for the generalized observableĈ, this is not true in general. For example, one could consider the click-number operator for the array detectors [22] . The square of this operator will not correspond to the observable for which we ascribe the value k [2] for the outcome with k clicks. However, such an observable appears to be important for the verification of nonclassical light [57] .
Let us consider this question in more detail by starting with the special case for which F (C n ) = (C n ) [2] . In close analogy with the star product in the phase-space representation of quantum mechanics [58] [59] [60] , we say that the corresponding operatorĈ [ 2] is star squared with respect to the POVMΠ n ,
HSΠ n .
It is worth mentioning that in the case of a standard observable, for whichΠ n =Π n = |A n A n |, we immediately retrieve the standard relationÂ
[ 2] =Â [2] . Similar relations can be formulated for any higherorder moment and, more generally, for any function of the observableĈ. Thus, in a close analogy we present the star function of the observable with respect to the given POVM,
Therefore, in the case of generalized observable, the star function has to be employed.
Appendix C: Covariant metric tensor and covariant coordinates for array detectors
Let us further elaborate the technique of calculation of the covariant metric tensor g nm for the case of array detectors and give additional expressions for the covariant coordinate, which includes detection losses with the efficiency η and dark counts with the mean intensity ν. These values can be obtained experimentally with the detector-calibration technique in Ref. [42] .
We start with the introduction of a more general expression than a metric tensor, N, η, ν) . This expression has been obtained by using the rule (A16). The covariant metric tensor is obtained by setting N = N , ν = ν and η = η . Particularly for ν = 0 and η = 1, we obtain Eq. (24).
The covariant coordinates for different observables are given by Eq. (25) . However, the coefficients F N ;k in the most general case are given by
In the following, we present the corresponding results for the families of operators studied in Sec. III.
(a) Let us assumeB = |m m|, which is a projector on a Fock state. In this case, the covariant coordinates can be found by expanding the POVM (23) 
(c) Let us assumeB =n [m] . The corresponding coefficients F N ;k can be obtained via expanding Eq. (C5) in a series with respect to −t. After some algebra, this yields
(1 − x) .
By setting η = 1 and ν = 0 in Eqs. (C4), (C5), (C6), (C7), and (C8), one obtains Eqs. (27) , (31) , (36) , (34) , and (37), respectively.
